TECHNICAL NOTE 90
CARE AND USE OF VP 772A SUPER UNLOADER WITH ANTI-SPLASH GUARD

CAUTION!!!!!
Be advised that the VP 772A Super Unloader has a very strong magnetic field. People with
pacemakers should not get closer than 18 inches. Remove all magnetic influenced tools and
objects from the immediate area to prevent them from being pulled onto the magnets or
from striking people as they are pulled onto the magnets. Keep credit cards, watches and
other magnetic sensitive items at least 1 foot from the Unloader’s magnetic fields.
1. Raise Magnet to the up position.
2. Remove absorbent catch pad cover plate.
3. Place absorbent pad (VP 540DB1) over rectangular cutout then replace cover

plate and lock into position.
4. Place sliding plate onto the deck of the VP 772A Super Unloader so that it fits

over the guide pins.
5. Ensure all tabs on the 24 tab lint free absorbent paper (VP 540C-24) are slightly

raised and insert lint free absorbent paper into the slot provided.
6. Insert VP 540DB1 absorbent pad into the recovery basin. Then place the

recovery basin into the back position of the sliding plate.
7. Insert vial rack into the front position of the sliding plate.
8. Move the sliding plate to the rear position (the vial rack will be directly under the

VP 540C-24 lint free absorbent paper).
9. Lower the magnet to the down position using both handles. The magnetic stirrers

will pass through the VP 540C-24 and be held against the VP 540DB1.
10. Move the sliding plate to the front position and remove the vial rack (the catch

basin will be directly under the 24 tab lint free paper).
11. Remove the 24 tab lint free absorbent paper (VP 540C-24).
12. Raise the magnet to the up position. The magnetic stir bars will fall into the catch

basin.
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13. Empty magnetic stir bars out of catch basin. This must be done every time to

ensure the stir bars will not be drawn out of the catch basin while extracting stir
bars from the next vial rack.
14. Repeat steps 5-13 for each vial rack. Change the absorbent pad (VP 540DB1)

and the 24 tab lint free absorbent paper (VP 540C-24) at your discretion.
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